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SPECIAL ISSUE ON the Multimedia Data Processing Techniques and 

Their Applications 

 
Guest Editor: Dapeng Wu 

Chongqing University of Posts and Telecommunications, China 

wudp@cqupt.edu.cn 

 
 

This special issue of Frontiers focuses on the multimedia data processing techniques and their applications in 

various domains. The research topics of the papers in this special issue include how to estimate the 

synthesizability of dynamic textures, an end-to-end tooth segmentation mechanism, a contact-free breath 

tracking system, and a qualitative survey of different types of graph databases.  
 

The first paper proposed propose a tractable solution for estimating the synthesizability of dynamic textures 

by learning regression models with appropriate spatiotemporal descriptors. The proposed system also suggests 

the “best” synthesis method from off-the-shelf algorithms. The proposed work investigates the “dynamic 

textureness” property of dynamic patterns in the video to automatically discern dynamic textures and divide 

dynamic textures into two subcategories based on the spatial modes to suit different synthesis capacity. 

 

The second paper propose an end-to-end tooth segmentation mechanism which leverages a two-stream graph 

convolutional network to learn, from heterogenous multi-view inputs, the discriminative geometric features. 

The proposed system consists of a C stream and an N-stream, which will learn multi-scale features 

independently, from coordinates and normal vectors, respectively. The complementary single-view 

representations will be combined by a fusion branch, which aims at minimizing the inter-view confusion. 

 

The third paper presented a contact-free breath tracking system using the off-the-shelf WiFi devices to track 

the human breath. The system leverages the phase variation of the CSI information to achieve the tracking 

human breath. Both hardware and software corrections are applied to address the phase distortions in received 

data to obtain accurate phase information. For example, the work first calibrates the time-invariant PPL Phase 

Offset by the hardware and then use software to remove the time-varying carrier frequency offset, sampling 

frequency offset and packet detection delay offset.  

 

The fourth paper provided a qualitative survey of different types of graph databases and compare them with 

traditional database systems. In this work, a general overview and taxonomy of existing graph database 

systems are first provided, followed by an outline of the existing framework for graph database management. 

It then discusses in detail the power and limitation of graph databases, together with the basic requirements in 

modeling of graph databases. In addition, the challenges of handling and processing graph databases in present 

scalable and huge data computational applications are also presented.  
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1. Introduction 

Given a dynamic texture sample, often a sequence of images, exemplar-based dynamic texture synthesis 

(EDTS) is targeted to produce video sequences that look perceptually equivalent to the input, with similar 

appearance and dynamics. In the past decades, numerous EDTS methods have been proposed, but none of 

them has been able to address all kinds of dynamic textures equally well. The main reason is because 

generated results are subject to not only the synthesis algorithm but also the input exemplar, where the 

former promises technical support and the latter provides the material to be simulated. In this paper, we are 

interested in the synthesizability of dynamic texture samples: given a dynamic texture sample, what is its 

possibility of being synthesized by EDTS methods, and which EDTS algorithm is most suited to completing 

the task?  

 

Although it is intuitive that some videos will be easier to synthesize than others, quantifying this intuition has 

not been addressed in previous studies. There are no previous investigations that try to quantify individual 

dynamic textures (DTs) in terms of how synthesizable they are, and there are few computer vision systems to 

predict synthesizability and suggest suitable synthesized methods for dynamic texture (DT) samples. 

Additionally, there are no databases of videos calibrated in terms of the degree of synthesizability for each 

dynamic texture. Motivated by these issues, this paper investigates the synthesizability of dynamic texture 

samples via a learning scheme. Our work is distinguished in the following aspects: 

- We propose a tractable solution for estimating the synthesizability of dynamic textures by learning 

regression models with appropriate spatiotemporal descriptors. At the same time, for a given DT sample, 

our system also suggests the “best” synthesis method from off-the-shelf EDTS algorithms. 

- To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to investigate the “dynamic textureness” property of 

dynamic patterns in the video to automatically discern dynamic textures and divide dynamic textures into 

two subcategories based on the spatial modes to suit different synthesis capacity. 

- We propose a novel SCOP-DT descriptor for dynamic texture representation, which captures geometrical 

aspects and temporal consistency simultaneously. 

2. Related Work 

The synthesizability aims at helping to identify good samples and suggesting suitable EDTS methods. Recent 

years have witnessed significant progress in exemplar-based texture synthesis algorithms, roughly divided into 

two main categories of approaches: parametric and nonparametric methods. Parametric methods usually define 

a parametric model consisting of a set of statistical measurements that cover the spatial extent and temporal 

domain of dynamic textures, e.g., the spatiotemporal autoregressive (STAR) model [1], linear dynamic system 

(LDS) model [2] and its variants [3], [4], [5]. Parametric methods build explicit models with a mathematical 

foundation, but the main challenge lies in designing rigid and meaningful mathematical models that can capture 

the essence of different dynamic patterns. Due to incomplete or unenforced statistics, parametric models often 

fail to synthesize complex geometric patterns. Rather than build explicit models with estimated parameters, 

nonparametric methods often bypass modeling the spatial-temporal mathematical mechanism of dynamic 

texture and include copy-based methods and feature-oriented synthesis. Copy-based methods produce new 

dynamic textures by resampling small parts from an input sample as elements to synthesize in the 

spatiotemporal domain [6], [7] or along time [8]. Though efficient and visual results are strikingly good, copy-

based methods likely lead to verbatim reproduction, similar to a mere copy-paste. Methods of feature-oriented 

synthesis match the statistics of features between synthetic videos and original videos [9], [10]. This subgroup 

of methods does not generate verbatim repetition and instead carefully chooses or designs statistics and 

spatiotemporal features. 

 

3. Method to Learn Dynamic Texture Synthesizability 
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In this paper, we firstly formulate the problem of learning dynamic texture synthesizability, and then 

investigate the dynamic texture representation relevant to synthesizability. Next, the learning method is 

depicted. 

Problem formulation 

Denote 𝑉 ∈ ℝ𝑈×𝑑 as a video with 𝑑 channels defined in the space-time domain 𝑈 = {0, … , 𝐻 −
1} × {0, … , 𝑊 − 1} × {0, … , 𝑇 − 1}. In particular, 𝑑 = 1 for grayscale videos and 𝑑 = 3 for color 

videos. The synthesizability 𝑠 ∈ [0,1] of a DT sample 𝑉 indicates the probability that EDTS methods will 

produce good synthesized results for 𝑉 before using any synthesis method. A DT sample 𝑉 with 

synthesizability score 𝑠 is denoted as (𝑉, 𝑠). 

Dynamic texture representation 

For dynamic texture representations relevant to synthesizability, we revisit general spatial-temporal features 

and design a novel SCOP-DT descriptor for dynamic textures. We extend the SCOP descriptor from the 

image space to the space-time dynamic texture by implicitly incorporating temporal cues and propose a 

method that implicitly captures the self-similarity behavior of the DT sequence along the time axis, referred 

to as the SCOP-DT descriptor/feature in this paper. 

 
Fig. 1: The proposed representation of shape-based cooccurrence patterns for dynamic textures (SCOP-DT). 

 

The extraction of SCOP-DT in the video is illustrated in Fig. 1. We use fast level set transformation (FLST) 

to calculate the tree of shapes (ToS) for each frame in the DT video. Due to self-similarities between frame 

images in dynamic textures, the extracted ToS of each frame is also similar to the other frames. To construct 

dictionaries of shape cooccurrence patterns in ToSs, we randomly choose 𝑚 ToSs of 𝑚 frames from every 

training video to learn the codewords in the dictionaries. In the encoding stage, based on the temporal 

consistency in the DTs, we implicitly encode temporal information to incorporate both shape and dynamic 

aspects for joint spatial-temporal representation. 

 

Learning the synthesizability of dynamic texture samples 

a) Learning synthesizability: We suppose that the synthesizability score is learnable and predictable and 

can be formulated as a regression problem. Given the DT samples and labeled synthesizability scores 

{(𝑉𝑖 , 𝑠𝑖)}𝑖=1
𝑁  in the training set, we formalize the learning problem as a regression model 𝑓： 

𝑠𝑖 = 𝑓(𝐅 ∘ 𝑉𝑖)        (1) 
Let the DT sample 𝑉 be described by a set of 𝐾 features {𝐱𝑘}𝑘=1

𝐾 , 

∀1 ≤ 𝑘 ≤ 𝐾,  𝐱𝑘 = 𝐅𝑘 ∘ 𝑉,      (2) 

where 𝐅𝑘  is the feature extractor, e.g., SCOP-DT, C3D and LBP-TOP. 

 

Using the feature representation of the DT sample 𝑉𝑖 in (2), we denote the regression model as 

𝑓𝑘(𝐱𝑖
𝑘) = 𝐰𝑘

𝑇𝜙(𝐱𝑖
𝑘) + 𝑏𝑘 , 𝑓𝑘(𝐱𝑖

𝑘) = 𝑠𝑖 ,    (3) 

where 𝐰𝑘  and 𝑏𝑘  are parameters of regression model 𝑓𝑘  corresponding to feature representation 𝐅𝑘, with 𝑇 

denoting the vector transpose, and 𝜙 is the linear or nonlinear mapping. 

 

To build the regression model (3), we train the model on the training set {({𝐱𝑖
𝑘}𝑘=1

𝐾 , 𝑠𝑖)}𝑖=1
𝑁  to determine 

parameters 𝐰𝑘 and 𝑏𝑘 by 

(𝐰𝑘, 𝑏𝑘) = 𝑎𝑟𝑔 min
(𝐰𝑘,𝑏𝑘)

∑ (𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑓𝑘(𝐱𝑖

𝑘) − 𝑠𝑖)2.    (4) 

Then, for testing the DT sample 𝑉𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 with an unknown synthesizability score, we use the trained regression 

model (3) to predict the synthesizability score 𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡
𝑘  with feature representation 𝐅𝑘 . The predicted 

synthesizability score 𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 ∈ [0,1] is a computable index to quantify how well a dynamic 
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texture can be synthesized by only analyzing the original sample, where the larger the 

score is, the better the synthesizability. 
b) Predicting synthesizability: We select the optimal regression model relevant to each feature, e.g., 

support vector machine (SVM) or random forest (RF). Regression models on the training data with labeled 

synthesizability scores are trained for each feature respectively as depicted in the formulation (3). The trained 

models are then used to predict the synthesizability of a given video. Thus, for a video, 𝐾 synthesizability 

scores can be predicted with respect to 𝐾 features. Then, the weighted average of the 𝐾 scores is calculated to 

form a final synthesizability prediction score. The weights are set manually according to the performance of 

each individual feature for the effective combination. The final output prediction score 𝑠 is a weighted average 

of 𝑠𝑘  given the 𝐾 different features of the unknown test sample 𝑉𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡: 

𝑠(𝑉𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡) = ∑ 𝛼𝑘
𝐾
𝑘=1 𝑓𝑘(𝐅𝑘 ∘ 𝑉𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡),      (5) 

where 𝛼𝑘 are weighting factors 𝑤. 𝑟. 𝑡. 𝐾 features C3D, LBPTOP and SCOP-DT. 

 

The scheme of learning and predicting synthesizability by aggregating features is illustrated in Fig. 2. Firstly, 

we use regression models SVM and RF for every single feature to predict synthesizability, and compare the 

performance of two regression models. Secondly, we choose the optimal feature and regression model 

among them, and set weights manually for feature combination in formula (5). Finally, the predicted 

synthesizability scores of feature combination on decision level are output. 

 
Fig. 2: Learning and predicting synthesizability by aggregating features to train regression models. 

 

4. Conclusions 

This paper investigated the synthesizability of dynamic texture samples via a learning scheme. We solved the 

learning problem by regression model with the proposed SCOP-DT descriptor and other spatiotemporal 

features. We constructed a dynamic texture dataset related to synthesizability. Experiments verified that the 

method to predict dynamic texture synthesizability is effective. It is helpful to find good DT examples for 

synthesis, and to choose an appropriate EDTS method for synthesis. 
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Introduction 

One essential task of an advanced computer-aided-design (CAD) system is to perform fully automatic tooth 

segmentation on the intra-oral scanner images reconstructed by the intra-oral scanners (IOS). In this task, 

accurate labeling of each tooth and the derived information from labeled teeth are critical for various 

subsequent tasks towards precise personalized treatment. 

So far, there are two categories of conventional methods proposed to segment teeth from intra-oral scanner 

images. 1) projection-based methods [1] usually first project the 3D intra-oral scanner image onto a 2D space 

to perform image-wise segmentation, and then reconstruct the segmentation result back to the original 3D 

space. 2) geometry-based methods [2], [3], [4], [5] typically use pre-selected geometric attribute to separate 

mesh cells. However, these geometry-based methods are not fully automatic, as manual initialization relying 

on domain knowledge and experience is often required. 

Encouraged by the successful applications of convolutional neural networks (CNNs), some CNN-based 

methods have also been proposed to segment teeth from intra oral scanner images. They typically organize 

hand-crafted feature vectors as 2D images [6] or voxelize unordered mesh vertices/cells as 3D grid volumes 

[7], which are then used as the input of a segmentation network. Such operations inevitably ignore the 

unordered nature of geometric data or may introduce additional computational costs. More recent works 

proposed to learn translation-invariant geometric features from the raw mesh data for vertex/cell-wise labeling 

on 3D dental surfaces. However, these methods often simply concatenate different raw attributes as the input 

vector to train a single-stream segmentation network, potentially resulting in isolated false predictions on the 

intra-oral scanner image. 

In this paper, we propose a two-stream graph convolutional network (i.e., TSGCN) to learn discriminative 

geometric features from heterogenous multi-view inputs for end-to-end tooth segmentation. Our TSGCN starts 

with two parallel branches, namely C stream and N-stream, to learn independently multi-scale feature 

representations from coordinates and normal vectors, respectively. These complementary single-view 

representations are then combined by a fusion branch integrating a self-attention mechanism, which minimizes 

the inter-view confusion and adaptively balances the contributions of different inputs to learn high-level multi-

view geometric representations for the segmentation task. 

 

1. Related Work 

Conventional tooth segmentation methods using preselected geometric properties can be roughly grouped 

as curvature-based methods [8,9,10], contour-line based methods [11, 12] and harmonic-field-based methods 

[13]. Due to the typical requirement of manual steps and domain knowledge, the efficacy of such semi-

automated methods heavily depends on the operator experience. In recent years, several deep learning-based 

methods have been proposed for fully-automated tooth segmentation on dental models. Typically, Xu et al. [6] 

proposed to reshape handcrafted geometric features as 2D image patches to train CNNs for classifying the 

mesh cells. Tian et al. [7] proposed to voxelize the dental model with a sparse octree partitioning, after which 

3D CNNs are applied for tooth segmentation. Zanjani et al. [14] proposed an end-to-end network that integrates 

PointCNN [15] with a discriminator to directly segment the raw dental surfaces acquired by IOS. Lian et al. 

[16] extended PointNet by adding a multi-scale graph-constrained module to extract fine-grained local 

geometric features from dental mesh data. Instead of using solely the 3D coordinates, Lian et al. [16] combined 

3D coordinates and normal vectors as the network input to improve the segmentation performance. 
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Fig. 1 Structure of our TSGCN. 

2. Structure of TSGCN 

As illustrated in Fig. 1, our TSGCN starts with two parallel streams, i.e., the C-stream and N-stream, which 

adopt input-specific graph-learning layers to extract high-level geometric representations from the coordinates 

and normal vectors, respectively. After that, these single-view features produced by these two complementary 

streams are further combined in the feature-fusion branch to learn more discriminative multi-view 

representations for teeth segmentation. 

 

3.1 C-Stream 

Given the input of an M ×12 coordinate matrix 𝐅𝐜
𝟎，the C-stream first adopts an input transformer module to 

learn an affine transformation matrix 𝑻, which updates 𝐅𝐜
𝟎 as: 

 0 0ˆ
c c
=F F T  (4.1) 

Following the input-transformer module, a series of graph attention layers are successively applied in the 

forward path of the C-stream to hierarchically extract multi-scale geometric 

features from the coordinate aspect. Specifically, given the feature matrix 
l N d

c


F R  learned by (l - 1)-th graph 

attention layer. We construct a dynamic KNN graph ( , )G V E . Notably, each node im V only connects to 

its KNNs, which can be denoted as ( )iN . Then, we calibrate the local information for each center im , such 

as: 

 ˆ ( ), ( )
l l l l

ij i ij ij
MLP m i=   f f f N  (2) 

We estimate the attention weights for the neighborhood ( )iN . A lightweight network shared across cells/nodes 

is used to learn attention weights. Specifically, the attention weight
l

ij
 is defined as: 

 ( ), ( )
l l l

ij ij ij ij
m i=    α f f N  (3) 

where the function  is implemented as a lightweight MLP, which adopts both 
l l l

ij i ij
 = −f f f  and 

l

ij
f  as the 

inputs. Finally, we aggregate the neighborhood information to each center, which is formulated as: 

 1

( )

ˆ

ij

l l l

i ij ij

m i

+



= f α f
N

 
(4) 

3.2 N-Stream 

As a complementary branch to the C-stream, we further design an N-stream to learn fine-grained 

boundary representations from the aspect of normal vectors. Our N-stream takes as inputs the normal vectors 

for all cells, the N-stream is restricted to share the same KNN graphs constructed in the C-stream. In contrast 

to the case of using the same KNN graphs, the N-stream adopts graph max-pooling layers different from the 

graph-attention layers in the C-stream for feature extraction, such as: 

 1
, ( )}ˆ{

l

ij ij

l

i
m imaxpooling

+
 =f f N  (5) 
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It is worth mentioning that we use max-pooling (rather than graph attention) in the N-steam since the max 

operator can more sensitively capture the most distinctive features presented at the tooth boundaries. 

3.3 Feature Fusion 
After extracting single-view representations in the C-stream and N-stream, respectively, our TSGCN 

further fuses them to learn more discriminative multi-view representation for teeth segmentation. This 

operation can be formulated as: 

 1 2 3
( )

c c c c c
MLP  =F F F F  (6) 

 1 2 3
( )

n n n n n
MLP  =F F F F  (7) 

The single-view representations are further harmonized by using a mesh-wise normalization operation. For the 

same row in ,
c n

F F  , e.g., ˆ ˆ,
i i

c c n n
 f fF F  , we adopt a self-attention mechanism to enable the network to 

adaptively balance the contributions of ˆ i

c
f and ˆ i

n
f , such as: 

 ( )ˆ ˆi i

i Att c n
MLP =β f f  (8) 

the multi-view feature geometric representation of
i

m can be quantified as: 

 ˆ ( )ˆ ˆi i i

i c n
=f β f f  (9) 

 

3. Experimental Results 

Our TSGCN is compared with five state-of-the-art methods for 3D shape segmentation (i.e., PointNet [18], 

PointNet++ [20], PointCNN [12], DGCNN [29]) and intra-oral scanner image segmentation (i.e., 

MeshSegNet [14]). The overall segmentation performance is quantitatively evaluated by two metrics, i.e., 1) 

Overall Accuracy (OA), and 2) mean Intersection-over-Union (mIoU). Besides, we also calculate the detailed 

IoU of each class. 

The quantitative segmentation results obtained by all competing methods are summarized in Table 1. we 

can see that our TSGCN consistently obtained superior overall accuracy than all the competing methods in 

terms of OA and mIoU, demonstrating the state-of-the-art performance by our TSGCN in automatic teeth 

segmentation. Besides, Our TSGCN achieved better IoU values than other competing methods in segmenting 

each tooth, suggesting the generalization ability of our method in handling the varying teeth appearances.  

 

Table1 The Segmentation result of all methods. 
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1. Introduction 

Breath rate is an important vital sign for health monitoring and medical diagnosis. While we have witnessed, 

in the past few years with the development of Internet of Things (IoT), the increasing research interests and 

progresses in ubiquitous health monitoring [1][2], traditional methods are intrusive that require the physical 

contact between human and sensors [3][4], which affects the normal breath of human and cannot be applied to 

the long-term breath monitoring. 

 

To resolve this challenge, radio frequency based monitoring schemes that can provide non-intrusive human 

sensing have been proposed, e.g., the vital-radio uses the frequency modulated continuous wave signal to 

estimate the breath and heart rate [5]. However, such a system is not only expensive, but also occupies a large 

wireless band, which limits its application. To reduce the cost, the WiFi-based methods have been proposed 

[6]. In [6], the UbiBreathe system has been proposed to utilize the Received Signal Strength (RSS) to monitor 

the breath signal. Since the RSS is not very sensitive to the minor displacements in the environment, it requires 

users to hold the WiFi devices close to their chests to achieve reasonable performance. The amplitude of 

Channel State Information (CSI) has also been utilized to estimate the breath rate [7]. However, similar to the 

RSS, the amplitude of CSI is also not very sensitive to the minor displacement in the environment, due to 

which the estimation performance is limited. To achieve reasonable performance, sophisticated subcarrier 

selection, denoising and filtering procedures are needed. Since the frequency of breath varies in a very narrow 

band, i.e., about 0.2Hz, it is difficult to determine whether the estimated frequency is corresponding to the 

breath frequency. 

Compared with the RSS and the amplitude of CSI, the phase of CSI is much more sensitive to the minor 

displacement in the environment, i.e., the phase of CSI is more suitable for breath rate estimation. However, 

the hardware imperfection of the commodity WiFi chips will introduce different kinds of phase distortions, 

which makes it difficult to obtain accurate CSI phase information. It has been found that the phases of the 

measured CSIs across packets are not correlated even in very short time intervals [8]. Therefore, it is very 

difficult to estimate the breath rate directly from the phase variation of the measured CSI. To solve the phase 

distortion problem, the PhaseBeat system was proposed in [9], which utilizes the phase difference between 

receiver antennas to eliminate the phase distortion. However, since the CSI measured on the antennas is 

affected by the minor displacement caused by breath, the phase difference between antennas is actually the 

subtraction of two periodic signals, which makes the model in [9] inaccurate. Another challenge for the breath 

tracking in the indoor environment is the multipath effect. In a multipath indoor environment, the received 

signal is not periodic due to the aggregation of the multipath effect, and thus the breath rate cannot be directly 

obtained from the frequency components of the CSI. Moreover, the breath may be interrupted due to various 

factors such as talking, thinking or even some unconscious behaviors. In such a case, only the estimation of 

the breath rate may not be enough. Instead, it would be more significant if we could track the detailed breath 

status, i.e., the time domain breath waveform similar to the Electrocardiography (ECG) signals. Such detailed 

breath status could be an important indicator for disease diagnosis. However, the performance of the existing 

WiFi-based solutions is quite limited when utilized to track the detailed breath status. 

To resolve the challenges, in this paper, we propose a contact-free breath tracking system using the off-the-

shelf WiFi devices, BreathTrack, to track the human breath.  BreathTrack exploits the phase variation of the 

CSI to track human breath. To avoid the phase distortions and obtain the accurate phase information, 

BreathTrack combines the hardware and software corrections. Specifically, the time-invariant PPL Phase 

Offset (PPO) is calibrated by the hardware correction using cables and splitters, while the time-varying Carrier 

Frequency Offset (CFO), Sampling Frequency Offset (SFO) and Packet Detection Delay (PDD) are removed 

by the software corrections using the phase difference between the CSI at the receiver antennas and that at the 

reference antenna connected from the transmitter antenna. To eliminate the multipath effect in the indoor 

environment, BreathTrack utilizes the sparse recovery method to find the dominant path in the environment 

and obtain the corresponding complex attenuation coefficient of this dominant path from the CSI. Then, the 

phase variation of the complex attenuation coefficient is utilized to extract the detailed breath status and the 

breath rate.  Extensive experiments are conducted to show that BreathTrack could estimate the breath rate with 

the median accuracy of over 99\% in most scenarios. Besides the breath rate, BreathTrack could track the 

detailed status of breath directly using the raw phase variation. 

 

2. System Model and BreathTrack System 

The overview of the proposed BreathTrack system is shown in Fig. 1. We first measure the raw CSI on different 
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antennas and subcarriers. Then, we calibrate the CSI to remove random phase offsets which prevent current 

WiFi chips from extracting human breath signal. Then, we estimate the signal Angle of Arrival(AoA) and 

Time of Flight(ToF) through sparse recovery. Finally, we extract the human breath signal based on the AoA-

ToF and output the breath rate and status.  

 
Fig. 1: System overview 

 

To illustrate the contributions of this paper, consider a practical wireless channel with multi-path 

propagation, the measured CSI distorted by the random noise can be expressed as  

                                                               𝑦 = ∑ 𝑎(𝜃𝑙, 𝜏𝑙)𝛼𝑙 + 𝑒 = 𝐴𝛼 + 𝑒𝐿
𝑙=1                                                         

(1) 

where 𝑎(𝜃𝑙, 𝜏𝑙) denotes the steering vector of path l determined by the AoA and ToF of signal propagation, 𝛼 

and e denotes the complex signal attenuation and additive noise introduced by the receiver. With a person 

breathing in the wireless channel, the chest movement caused by breath would modulate the measured CSI. 

Hence, we could estimate the human breath rate based on the signal variation of y. Since off-the-shelf WiFi 

chips are equipped with multiple antennas and adopt OFDM for signal modulation, the CSI is measured on 

multiple antennas and subcarriers. Previous works treat signals on different antennas and subcarriers 

separately, which does not fully utilize the spatial resolution of WiFi chips to enhance the human breath 

signal. To solve this problem, we propose to estimate the AoA and ToF of human reflections and then extract 

the corresponding signal based on the AoA-ToF. To estimate the AoA and ToF, we cast the problem into a 

sparse recovery formulation and solve the following optimization problem [10-12] 

min  ||α̅||1 

𝑠. 𝑡. ||𝑦 − �̅��̅�||2
2                                                                       

(2)                   

With (2), the AoA-ToF and complex signal attenuation can be extracted. Since the chest movement caused 

by the human breath would modulate the CSI phase, we could obtain the human breath variation from the 

phase of α. However, due to the hardware imperfection and timing offsets, the received signal phase is 

distorted by PPO, CFO, SFO and PDD[15]. In this case, the received signal on antenna m and subcarrier k 

can be expressed as  

𝑦𝑚,𝑘(𝑡) = 𝑒−𝑗2𝜋(𝑓𝐶𝐹𝑂(𝑡)𝑡+𝑘∆𝑓(𝜏𝑆𝐹𝑂(𝑡)+𝜏𝑃𝐷𝐷(𝑡)))𝑒𝑗𝜑𝑃𝐿𝐿 ∑ 𝛼𝑖𝑒−𝑗2𝜋𝑓𝑘𝜏𝑖
𝑚𝐿

𝑙=1                        

(3) 

Since the PPO 𝜑𝑃𝐿𝐿 is time invariant, we can measure and remove it from the received signals. However, 

other phase offsets, CFO, SFO and  PDD variant randomly with time. In this case, the received signal phase 

could not be utilized to extract human breath anymore. To solve this problem, we have noted that although 

these offsets are difficult to track, they are the same among different antennas. Hence, we first perform 

conjugation multiplication  among different antennas to cancel these phase offsets. Then, we apply (2) to 

obtain the signal variation caused by human breath. Finally, we extract breath variation from the phase of the 

signal.  

 

3. Experiments 
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We use two desktop computers equipped with the Intel 5300 NIC as the transmitter and the receiver. The Linux 

802.11n CSI Tool [14] is installed on the Ubuntu desktop 14.04 LTS OS for both the transmitter and the 

receiver. We randomly choose channel 62, i.e., 5.31GHz center frequency with the 40MHz bandwidth, as our 

experimental band. The receiver operates in the ``monitor" mode. It is equipped with a uniform linear array 

which is composed of three omnidirectional antennas, while we only use two of them since one of the port is 

connected with the transmitter directly.  The space interval of the antennas is 2.6cm, which is about the half 

wavelength. The transmitter operates in the ``inject" mode using one omnidirectional antenna. It injects 20 

packets per second. The transmitted signal is first divided into two parts using a microwave power splitter: one 

is fed into the transmit antenna and the other is fed into an attenuator which is connected with the receiver via 

a coaxial cable. 

 

 
 (a) Breath normally  (b) Hold and then breath  (c) Breath and then hold 

Fig. 2: Extracted human breath signal 

 

The extracted human signals in three different scenarios are shown in Fig. 2. The participant is asked to 

breath normally, hold the breath and then breath normally, breath normally and then hold the breath in these 

three scenarios. According to Fig. 2, the proposed system is able to accurately capture such fast and tiny 

variation of human breath.    

  

4. Conclusion 

In this paper, we proposed BreathTrack, the first system that can track the detailed status of breath using the 

off-the-shelf WiFi devices. To achieve this, we proposed hardware and software correction methods to remove 

both the time-invariant and time-varying phase distortions introduced by the hardware imperfection of the 

commodity WiFi chips and thus obtain the accurate CSI. We also proposed a joint AOA-TOF sparse recovery 

method to eliminate the multipath effect in the indoor environment and extract the information of the dominant 

path to track the status of breath. Experimental results show that BreathTrack can achieve high accurate breath 

rate estimation and track the detailed status of breath. The proposed system is also applicable in other wireless 

sensing applications, such as activity recognition, events detection and speed estimation. 
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1. Introduction 

 

The graph is a collection of nodes, edges and the relationship between them. Graph databases on the other 

hand is a multi-relational graph. This is different from the relational database which represents a collection of 

interlinked tables. Graph databases use structure of semantic queries with nodes, edges, and properties to 

represent and store data. Graph databases have many advantages over the traditional database systems hence 

its usage is increasing rapidly over the years. In this paper, we provide a qualitative survey of different types 

of graph databases, compare them with traditional database systems, present various challenges in handling 

them and overall provide a general overview of managing and modeling of graph database systems. 

 

Graph database is a multi-relational graph. While traditional databases store data or information as a collection 

of interlinked tables, graph databases on the other hand use the concept of nodes, edges and properties or 

relationships to represent and store data.  In the graph, nodes are terms as entities, and we can think of multiple 

ways where these entities are correlated in different types of applications. The relationship can be termed as 

the connection between these entities. In graph databases, data term “Attributes” related to entities and 

relationships are called labels. Also, data is stored into nodes, and these nodes have some properties, 

relationships consist of properties and connect one node to the other node. The graph database exhibits a single 

data structure known as a graph, and it has no combined operation, and hence each edge will be connected to 

another edge. 

 
 

Figure 1: Basic Structure of Graph Database 

 

 

While relational database systems are good for well-understood data structures that don’t change too frequently, 

graph databases on the other hand are well suited for dynamic systems: where the data topology is changing 

overtime and is very difficult to predict. And with the current advancement in multiple dynamic systems in 

almost every single application, graph databases are most suited for managing data and information. And likely 

the use of graph databases has been increasing over the years. From being used in simple and uncomplicated 

modeling of data to huge application domains such as social networks, transportation networks, knowledge 

bases and many more, they have flourished over the years due to ease in programming, structure, processing 

and modeling. Some of the most familiar and common graph databases include Labeled graph, Property graph, 

RDF, Hypergraph, DEX, Trinity, Infinite Graph and so on. These database systems provide high performance 

and handling of data and information. However, with the increase in scalable systems, emergence of big data, 

and security and privacy terms of utmost concern, designing and handling graph databases has become one of 

the most challenging tasks. A precise study of all the prevailing graph database systems and their application 

along with the challenges in handling them is required to provide a clear understanding of graph databases. 

Our contribution in this paper includes the following: 

• We provide a general overview and taxonomy of existing graph database systems including Labeled 

graph, Property graph, RDF, Hypergraph, DEX, Trinity, Infinite Graph and so on.  
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• We outline the existing framework for graph database management  

• We discuss in detail the power and limitation of graph databases  

• We outline basic requirements in modeling of graph databases  

• Finally, we also discuss the challenges of handling and processing graph databases in present scalable 

and huge data computational applications  

We have organized our paper into 8 different sections. In section 1 we will discuss the existing graph database 

models. In section 2, 3 and 4 we present the concept of Querying Graph Databases, Graph Database Modeling 

and Integrity Constraints which is very important in understanding the graph database system as a whole. 

Similarly, in section 5 we discuss the various graph processing platforms and in section 6 we present different 

experiments and results with respect to various graph processing platforms and models. Moreover, in section 

7 we present a qualitative comparison of graph database and traditional database. We wrap up the paper 

discussing the limitations and challenges in designing and using graph databases. 

 

2. Sections 

 

2.1. Existing types of Graph Database Models and systems 

All graph data models are changed as their formal basis on the basic mathematical definitions of graphs, such 

as directed or undirected graphs, labeled or unlabeled edges and nodes, nodes and properties on edges, 

hypergraphs and hypernodes. In this section, we will discuss various Graph Database Models, based on all the 

existing surveys. Some of the most common database models include following: 

 

 

1. Labeled Graph: This is the most basic data structure of graph database models. Nodes and edges are 

marked with some vocabularies. Figure 2.1 shows an example of labeled graph data model, as you 

can see, at schema level, the common names are used to define entities and relationships, at instance 

level, the instance labels are created and to represent entities and the edges to represent the 

relationships between data and entities [10]. 

 
Fig. 2.1 Gram 

 

2. Property Graph Model: The Property Graph is a graph where the nodes and edges are labelled, the 

edges are directed and there are many attributes [10]. Property Graphs are good at showing the 

connections between data scattered in different data structures and data patterns. They provide richer 

insights on how to model data on many different databases and how different types of metadata are 

related. The Property Graph also shows data dependencies that are not visible in relational database 

schema or other tools [13]. 
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Fig. 2.2 Property graph data model 

 

Figure 2.2 shows an example of a property graph. The main feature of this model is the appearance of properties 

in nodes and edges. Each property is represented as a pair property-name = “propertyvalue”[10]. 

The Property Graph module has become very popular through Neo4J and TINKERPOP and is now widely 

used and implemented by many others [7] [9] [13]. 

 

3. RDF (Resource Description Framework) Model: The RDF is a collection of specifications for 

representing information. It was a W3C-standardized data model to describe web resources and 

models data as an edge-labeled multigraph [13], the latest version of the RDF specification was 

published in 2014.The goal is to implement a simple format for easy data exchange between different 

data formats. It is particularly useful for describing irregularly connected data. The core part of the 

RDF model is the collection of triples. Each triple consists of a subject, a predicate and an object. 

Therefore, RDF databases are often called triple stres (or triplestores) [6]. 

 
 

Fig. 2.3 RDF data model 

Figure 2.3 is an example of RDF data mode; the schema and instance are mixed together. The edges labeled 

type disconnects the instance from the architecture. The instance is built by the subgraphs obtained by 

instantiating the nodes of the schema and establishing the corresponding parent edges between these subgraphs 

[6] [10] [13]. 

 

4. Hypergraph Model: Hypergraph is a generalization of graph, in which the concept of edge is 

extended to hyperedge, which is related to any node set [10]. It is a graph data model in which 

relationships can connect any number of given nodes. The property graph allows a relationship to 

have only one start node and one end node, while the hypergraph model allows any number of nodes 

at either end of the relationship. 

 
Fig. 2.4 GROOVY 

Figure 2.4 shows a Hypergraph model example, this model shows that these structures can be defined in terms 

of hypergraphs [10] 
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5. DEX: DEX is a very effective bitmap-based graphics database, written in C++ language. First version 

released in 2008. It makes graph query possible in different networks, such as social network analysis 

and pattern recognition. For large graphs, it is also called an advanced graph database, which is useful 

for most NoSQL applications [7]. 

6. Trinity: Trinity is a distributed graphics system on the storage cloud [9]. The memory cloud is a 

memory key-value store that is globally addressed on a computer cluster. When we have large data 

sets, it provides fast data access capabilities. It is a large graphics processor. It provides fast graph 

exploration and parallel computing for larger data sets. It also provides high throughput for large 

graphs with one billion nodes [7]. 

7. Infinite Graph: The infinite graph is produced by an organization called objectivity. Infinite graph 

database is a distributed graph database in Java language, which is based on a structure similar to 

graphs. We can call the infinite graph as a graph database supporting the cloud [7]. 

2.2 Querying Graph Databases 

This section includes an overview of the research on querying graph databases. We display a classification of 

queries, basically including pattern matching, adjacency and analytical queries [6][10][13]. 

1. Pattern Matching Queries: Basically, the purpose of graph pattern matching consists in finding the 

set of subgraphs of a database graph that “match” a given graph pattern. Graph pattern matching is 

usually defined according to subgraph isomorphism, that is to say, all subgraphs of database G are 

isomorphic to graph pattern P. Subgraph isomorphism is NP complete (Gallagher 2006) [10]. 

2. Adjacency Queries: The main concept of adjacency queries is node/edge adjacency. For example, 

two nodes are neighbors when there is an edge between them. Or two edges are neighbors when they 

share the same node. Several applications benefit from adjacency queries like a web ranking system 

(Chang and Chen 1998) and recommendation system (Dominguez-Sal et al. 2010a) [10]. 

3. Analytical Queries: The purpose of this type query is to quantitatively measure the topological 

characteristics of database graphs, usually in aggregate form [10]. Analytical queries can be supported 

by special operators that allow summary of query results or by the ability to hide complex algorithms. 

 

2.3 Graph Database Modeling 

In a native graph database model, both the schema and its instances are modelled as graphs. Nodes and edges 

are first-class citizens [5]. A data manipulation operator as well as users by data are equipped by the modeling 

system. This operator does not only return disconnected nodes but also handles entire graphs. Also, integrity 

constraints defined over the graph structure should be able to guarantee the consistency of the graph data and 

should be applied on whole subgraphs and not just the single nodes or edges in the graph. In the example given 

below we can observe that only the graph database schema may not be sufficient for application i.e. Obviously, 

each teacher can teach more languages and each teacher is born exactly in one town. For this, the integrity 

constraint should be defined at the conceptual level. 

 

 
Fig. 2.5 Graph Database and schema 

 

2.4 Graph-Processing Frameworks 

With the increase in scalable systems, graphs with millions and billions of nodes have become very common 

nowadays. And with the increasing abundance of large graphs, handling, designing and processing of such 
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large graphs has become a very challenging and complicated task. Without a proper and reliable graph 

processing framework, it is almost impossible to comprehend and process those graphs. A comprehensive 

survey of the state-of-the-art of scalable graph processing platforms is presented by Omar Batarfi[4]. They 

have categorized current processing platforms for graph databases into 5 families namely: Hadoop Based 

System, Pregel Family, GraphLab Family, Other systems as seen in figure 2.6. 

 
Fig. 2.6 Graph Processing Platforms 

 

In general, graph processing platforms such as MapReduce can handle unstructured and tabular data. However, 

such frameworks are not efficient when it comes to analyzing or implementing iterative graph algorithms 

which requires multiple stages of complex joins. This leads to huge network traffic and optimization of graph 

systems becomes inefficient. In order to tackle such a problem, the Surfer system [4] has been presented which 

basically provides two functionalities namely: MapReduce and propagation. In this system, MapReduce 

processes different key-value pairs in parallel, and propagation is an iterative computational pattern that 

transfers information along the edges from a vertex to its neighbors in the graph [4]. GBASE is another 

Hadoop-based system which first partitions the input graph into a number of blocks and then reshuffles the 

nodes such that the nodes that belong to the same partitions are placed near to each other and then compresses 

the non-empty blocks. These compressed blocks are then stored into the graph storage. The various types of 

graph queries supported by GBASE include neighborhood, induced subgraph, egonet, K-core and cross-edges 

[4]. Similarly, PEGASUS supports graph mining tasks such as computing the diameter of the graph, computing 

radius of nodes and finding the connected components.  

 

The Pragel system is developed by Google and falls under the Pragel Family. Such a system stores data locally 

and performs the computation on locally stored data which helps to avoid the communication overhead. In 

particular, Pregel distributes the graph vertices to the different machines of the cluster where each vertex and 

its associated set of neighbors are assigned to the same node. Graph processing algorithms are then represented 

as supersteps where each step defines what each participating vertex has to compute and edges between 

vertices represent communication channels for transmitting computation results from one vertex to another 

[4].  Apache Giraph is another open source project based on JAVA and was initially developed by YAHOO. 

Giraph runs graph processing jobs as map-only jobs on Hadoop and uses HDFS for data input and output. 

Graph also uses Apache ZooKeeper12 for coordination, checkpointing, and failure recovery schemes [4]. 

Similarly, GPS is an extension of Pragel platform and provides an additional function called master.compute(), 

which provides access to all the global aggregated values. Mizan’s dynamic repartitioning strategy is based on 

monitoring the runtime characteristics of the graph vertices (e.g., their execution time, and incoming and 

outgoing messages) and uses this information, at the end of every superstep, to construct a migration plan with 

the aims of minimizing the variations across workers by identifying which vertices to migrate and where to 

migrate them to [4]. Pragel+ on the other hand reduces the number of exchanged messages between the worker 

nodes. This is done via a mirroring mechanism, which selects the vertices for mirroring based on a cost model. 

This cost model analyzes the tradeoff between mirroring and message combining. Similarly, in Pragelix the 

exchange of messages is treated as join operations. This join operation is followed by group-by operation 

which embeds functions that capture the semantics of the graph computation program. 

 

GraphLab family includes graph processing platforms such as GraphLab, GraphChi and PowerGraph. 

GraphLab is an open-source graph processing platform, implemented in C++. While Pragel performs 
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computation locally on the stored data, GraphLab relies on shared memory abstraction. This abstraction 

consists of three parts namely: the data graph, the update function and the sync operation. The data graph is 

the user program, the update function represents the user computation. This is a distributed system or 

computational platform. GraphChi on the other hand is a centralized system that has the capability to process 

huge data and graphs that is present in the secondary storage in a given machine. While GraphChi can minimize 

the communication between the workers as it is a centralized system, it presents other challenges of distributed 

systems such as fault tolerance and management of the cluster. 

 

So far we have discussed the Hadoop, Pragel and GraphLab processing platform. Other graph processing 

systems include GraphX, Trinity, TurboGraph, Signal/Collect and GRACE. Trinity is a cloud-based system 

and supports fast graph computation and exploration. This is suitable for large graphs. Similarly, TurboGraph 

is a disk-based graph processing platform which performs parallel computation on the graph. GraphX is a 

distributed graph and helps to minimize the communication and storage overhead.  

 

2.5 Experiments and Results 

In this section, we will outline the various experiments and corresponding results and compare the performance 

of different graph database systems in multiple dataset as presented by O. Batarfi [4] . For simplicity we have 

only considered 4 datasets namely: Wikitalk, Amazon, Citation and Friendster. The graph database systems 

that we have taken into account are Apache Giraph, GraphX, GPS, GraphLab. 

 

Table 1. Dataset 

 
 

Table 2. Graph Processing Platform 

 
We can clearly see that apart from GraphChi the performance of all the graph systems are similar in given 

datasets and in almost all the cases the processing time is higher in comparison to the loading time. In terms 

of execution time below is the graphical representation of the performance of the given systems [4]: 

We made our evaluation based on all the above papers and we can finally conclude that as the size of the graph 

or the overall complexity increases the computation time, reading time, writing time, CPU utilization, RAM 

usage and Network traffic also increases as seen in the graph below: 

 

Fig 2.7 Time Complexity Comparison 
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2.6 Comparison with Relational Database 

Surajit Medhi [12] presented a comparative analysis between graph databases and relational databases. 

Relational databases consist of tabular structure where each row and columns represent records and attributes 

respectively as shown in the figure x.  In the given example, the first table consists of employee ID and name 

and the second table provides a relationship which is used to identify the data objects. The concept of primary 

key and foreign key is used to establish relationships between data objects. Graph databases on the other hand 

uses graph structure with nodes, edges and properties to represent and to store data as shown in the figure x. 

Here, nodes represent entities such as Users, source, Facebook, hashtag and so on. Edges are the relationship 

such as reply, contains, mentions and so on and properties are the information associated with nodes i.e. for 

users we have id, name and age. This is the structural difference between relational and graph databases. From 

the above properties of both databases, we can come to the conclusion that both databases are better than one 

another in different ways. As we know that the relational database shows results in the form of rows and 

columns this can be very easy to understand. Graph database, on the other hand, exhibits data or information 

in the form of any of the three different types of graphs. And sometimes it becomes very hard to understand 

graphs when there is huge data associated with it. The relational database is only concerned with data and not 

with a structure which can improve the performance of the model. On the other hand, Graph database is more 

flexible than Relational database. It exhibits higher performance for complex deep analytics while the 

Relational database has poor performance for deep analytics. Graph databases are more flexible than Relational 

databases in another manner, as it exhibits higher performance for complex transactions than Relational 

databases. As for the dynamic system where data are frequently changing over time, graph databases provide 

more support for computation and management, but relational databases suffer in performance in such dynamic 

systems.  
 

 
Fig 2.8 A simple Graph Database 

 

                                               Table 3. Example of relational database 

                              

2.7 Limitation of Graph Databases 

Despite the long-term research in graph database systems, their modeling, computation and management, there 

are still many limitations that remain open in graph data management. In this section we quickly go through 

the limitations of graph databases based on all the papers that we have surveyed. The limitation of the graph 

databases are as follows: 

Lack of high-performance concurrency: In graph databases there are multiple reader but single writer types of 

transactions. This mostly hinders the concurrency and performance of the system as a whole. 

Lack of standard language: As we have discussed earlier there are multiple programming languages that are 

used for graph database system modeling. Some of the graph data processing platforms are based on Java while 

others are on C++ or Python, but a well-established and standard language is still not defined which creates 

serious optimization issues. 
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Lack of parallelism: In the case of very large graphs, the shared parallel queries are not possible. This creates 

a huge problem in overall partitioning of the graph as a whole. 

High cost of some queries: Most of the real-world graphs such as social network graphs are highly dynamic 

and often generate large amounts of data at a very rapid speed. One challenge here is how to store the historical 

trace compactly while still enabling efficient execution of point queries and global or neighborhood-centric 

analysis tasks 

Heterogenous and uncertain graph data: There is still a lot of work to be done in order to find automated 

methods for handling the heterogeneity, incompleteness and inconsistency between different data sets. There 

is no standard for dealing with such heterogeneous data and hence a lot of problems arise when dealing with 

them. 

Similarly, based on the online survey performed in [1], which included 89 users of 22 different software 

products, with the goal of answering 4 high-level questions:  

(i) What types of graph data do users have?  

(ii) What computations do users run on their graphs?  

(iii) Which software do users use to perform their computations?  

(iv) What are the major challenges users face when processing their graph data?  

The major findings of the survey include the following: 

Variety: Graphs in practice represent a very wide variety of entities, traditional enterprise data comprised of 

products, orders, and transactions, which are typically seen as the perfect fit for relational systems  

Ubiquity of Very Large Graphs: Many graphs in practice are very large, representing a large scale of entities 

for big organizations.  

Challenge of Scalability: The ability to process very large graphs efficiently seems to be the biggest limitation 

of existing software.  

Visualization: Participants indicated visualization as their second most pressing challenge, tied with challenges 

in graph query languages.  

Prevalence of RDBMSes: Relational databases still play an important role in managing and processing graphs. 

2.8 Other Challenges 

M. Besta [6] presented various challenges in terms of graph database design which we will discuss in this 

section. With the evolvement of scalable data the challenges in designing graph databases has also increased 

over the years. First, establishing a single graph model for these systems is far from being complete Second, a 

clear identification of the most advantageous design choices for different use cases is yet to be determined 

Third, while there exists past research into the impact of the underlying network on the performance of a 

distributed graph analytics framework [14], little was done into investigating this performance relationship in 

the context of graph database workloads Moreover, contrarily to the general static graph processing and graph 

streaming, little research exists into accelerating graph databases using different types of hardware 

architectures, accelerators, and hardware-related designs [6]. 

 

2.9 Comparison 

1. The [1] and [8] papers survey the current and future challenges of graph databases. In the [1] paper, they 

conducted an online survey across 89 users of 22 different software products and found present graphs 

use a variety of entities and are very large which is a major challenge. But in the [8] paper, they first 

survey the current system approaches for management and analysis of big graph data. Then, this paper 

discussed the distributed graph processing systems, such as Google Pregel and its variations. Next, they 

discussed the Graph data flow approaches based on Apache Spark and Flink. And they present a 

framework called GRADOOP, this mode supports analyzing not only single graphs but also collections 

of graphs. Finally, they discuss current and future research challenges which are similar in most cases, but 

the challenges put forward by paper one seems more comprehensive and through.  

2. The [2] paper talks about a parallel system of graph computation They have verified that GRAPE achieves 

comparable performance to the state-of-the-art graph systems for various query classes, and that (bounded) 

IncEval reduces the cost of iterative graph computations. One of the challenges as put forward by the 

paper [1] and [8] is that graph databases have poor performance when it comes to handling parallel systems 

or data. This paper can provide a solution to this challenge as GRAPE is concerned with computation in 

parallel systems. 
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3. The [4] paper provides an experimental evaluation of performance of the existing graph systems such as 

Apache Giraph, Giraph, GPS and so on. GRAPE discussed in the [2] paper on the other hand outperforms 

all these existing systems in terms of performance.  

4. The [5], [11] and [14] papers discuss the modelling of graph databases. In the [5] paper, they present 

current possibilities and challenges in graph database modelling. Also, a conceptual level of a graph 

database design is considered. In the [11] paper, they introduce a native and generic graph database model, 

which is GRAD. Unlike the traditional graph database models that support simple graph structures and 

constraints, GRAD supports advanced graph structures. And in the [14] paper, they propose a method for 

modeling graph databases, especially, creating a schema for graph databases based on a conceptual schema 

of the application domain.  They use Entity-relationship diagram (ERD) as the schema, and it provides a 

two-step process for mapping the ERD to a graph database schema (GDBS). First step is adjusting the 

ERD, the second step is Mapping the Adjusted ERD to the graph database schema. 

5. In The [9] paper, they provided an overview of the Graph Database Management systems and Graph 

Processing Systems. They explained all the systems (including Neo4j, HyperGraph DB, DEX, Trinity, 

Infinite Graph and Titan etc.) which they listed, this paper pretty similar as paper [7].  

6. In the paper [12], due to the relational databases it is difficult to work with a large number of joining tables. 

To solve this problem, one of the best solutions is to use graph databases for storing data. In this paper, 

they did experiments to compare between relational databases and graph databases, the result shows graph 

databases got much better performance. 

7. In the [13] paper, they have a comprehensive introduction of Graph Data Models, Query languages, 

Indexing and Engines. They also list the advantages of graph processing systems. 

Some of the papers such as [1], [4], [6], [7], [10] are very well organized, structured and comprehensive. They 

describe the approach and also their survey in a thorough manner which facilitates a better understanding for 

a normal reader. However, other papers such as [2], [3], [11], [12] have many grammatical errors as well as 

unstructured components. 

 

Table 4. Comparison of all the 14 papers 
Papers Well-Structured Grammatic

al Errors 
Topics Covered Performance 

Overall 
Contribution 

1 Yes Some GDS,Challenges High Good 

2 No 
Many GRAPE Very High Average 

3 No Some Query Lang. - Average 

4 Yes No GPS High Good 

5 No Some DB Modeling - Average 

6 Yes 
No All - Good 

7 Yes No GDM Tech. High Very Good 

8 Yes No GPS Challenges High Good 

9 Yes No GDBMS, GPS High Good 

10 Yes 
No 

GDM, Query, 
GDMS, GPS 

High Very Good 

11 No 
No 

GRAD, 
Modelling 

- Average 

12 Yes 
No 

Neo4j, Mysql, 
Query 

High Good 

13 Yes 
No 

GDM, Query 
Lang. 

High Good 

14 No 
No ERD, Modelling - Good 

 
 

 

3. Conclusion 
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Although graph databases are still in its initial stage of development, we can already see its application in both 

the academia and industry for several purposes and domains. As more scalable systems come into existence 

this trend is expected to continue further. In this paper, we provided a general overview of the entire graph 

database family with reference to 14 different papers. From introduction to graph databases and comparing 

them with relational or traditional databases these papers discussed the prevalent graph database modes, graph 

processing frameworks, limitations and future challenges in handling them. Taking reference from all these 

papers we can come to the conclusion that there is still a lot to do in the graph database domain. Although 

graph databases can be applicable for large database systems such as computer networks, social media, 

medical, academia and so on, managing the ever-growing data and information is not as simple as we think. 

Choosing the right platform for graph database computation is very important and establishing a industry 

standard language for modeling and handling the graph database as a whole is a major challenge in this field. 

There is still a lot of research that needs to be done to achieve perfection in this field. 
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